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Setting a parking 
garage in Detroit, 
Michigan with a 300-ton 
crawler crane. 

Moving a 255,000 pound  
De-Ethanlizer Tower with 
a 19-axle heavy haul 
trailer.

Setting cooling tower 
equipment in 
Columbus, Ohio with 
a 550-ton All Terrain 
Crane.

www.ccgroup-inc.com

Moving a 305,000 pound 
Boiler with a 300-ton 
crawler crane and a 10-
line SPMT.

Member

http://www.ccgroup-inc.com


Crane Rental & Versa-Lift Forklift Rental
Our Crane Rental Division offers a special advantage when providing 
manned crane and Versa-Lift forklift rentals. Operated rentals 
provide the customer the advantage of our expertise at your jobsite. 
That expertise includes a group of professional and CCO-qualified 
operators to man our machines.

Heavy Hauling (Legal, Oversize, & Heavy Hauling) 
Capital City Group is the leading provider of hourly crane rentals and 
transportation services in the Midwest. Our fleet consists of a fleet of 
over 60 trailers from the standard flatbed trailer to a 130 ton 13-axle 
superload trailer. Capital City Group has a special advantage when we 
provide a crane, hauling, and storage services. Because our reputation 
is to provide an integrated group of services to take care of all of your 
needs. We now provide a "one stop shop" for specialized 
transportation, storage, and inventory control to handle any large 
project in Ohio, Pennsyvania, and West Virginia.

When you have large crane lifts, complex jobs, or are simply looking 
for high efficiency production, Capital City Group will give you a 
significant, competitive advantage in meeting your company’s needs.  

Rigging Equipment (Jack & Slide, Rigging, SPMT)
Capital City Group not only rents cranes for any job, but also provides 
specific services such as contract rigging. Specializing in the erection, 
installation, dismantling, modification, repair and relocation of 
industrial equipment, plants and manufacturing machinery, we assist 
you in every step to implement a turnkey solution. Capital City Group 
can develop innovative solutions to the most demanding rigging and 
transportation challenges. We not only reduce customers’ planning 
and work, we cut costs and streamline projects. Rigging projects often 
present the impossible. With our vast inventory of specialized 
equipment and our skilled workforce, we ensure the project is 
completed accurately, efficiently and safely so the customer can 
return to work confidently.  

Our professional employees have years of experience dealing with a 
vast array of rigging methods. We have the experience and 
knowledge to meet your needs! 

Capital City Group is the leading provider of crane rental services based in 
Ohio and serving the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions for over twenty five 
years. Other services we provide are construction hoist rentals, new and 
used equipment sales, rigging, specialized heavy haul, and storage. We 
represent Alimak Construction Hoists, Manitex Cranes, Potain Self-Erecting 
Tower Cranes, and XL Specialized Trailers. 

Our crane rental division owns and operates over 85 cranes from 2.2 ton up 
to 550 ton. Crane types include: Industrial Cranes, Rough Terrain Cranes, 
Boom Trucks, Hydraulic Truck Cranes, All-Terrain Cranes, Telescopic 
Crawler Cranes, Crawler Cranes, Self-Erecting Tower Cranes, and Tower 
Cranes. Capital City Group not only rents cranes for any job, but also 
provides specific services such as contract rigging, machinery moving, and 
specialized heavy hauling. We can provide your project solutions to meet 
the most demanding lifting, rigging, and transportation challenges. Capital 
City Group also has jack and slide systems for skidding various equipment 
not practical or safe to be completed with cranes. Our specialized heavy 
haul fleet contains self-propelled modular trailers (SPMT), towed trailers, 
stretch trailers, lowboys, and rear steer dollies. We have over 50 acres of 
outside storage and 70,000 sqft of indoor storage also available.

Capital City Group’s services include:
• Crane Rental (2.2-ton to 825-ton)
• Construction Hoist Rental (7,100# Capacity)
• Heavy Hauling (Over a million pounds)
• Engineering/On-site Consultations
• New/Used Equipment Sales
• Parts/Service Department
• Storage (50 acres Outdoor/Indoor)

Operating Philosophy

Capital City Group operates on 
the philosophy that one of the best 
ways to take care of a customer is 
to provide them with the finest, most 
qualified employees.

Capital City Crane Rental was 
established in 1993, and has quickly 
grown to become one of the premier 
crane rental companies serving the 
Midwest.  In 1969, Chet Gibson 
began working as a dispatcher 
with the George Igel Company; 
twenty-five years later he started 
Capital City Crane Rental. 

RANkED
41stin the

LEFt:
Removing a 34,000 
pound center-fugue at 
and Ethanol Plant in 
Coshocton, Ohio with 
a 60,000 pound 
capacity forklift 
(Versa-Lift 40/60).

RIGHt:
Setting the first piece

of the Main Street bridge 
project in Columbus, Ohio. 

The Manitowoc 2250 III 
picked individual pieces 
of steel weighing up to 

465,000 pounds.

NAtION!

108th 
WORLD!

in the

Capital City Group was recently 
ranked 41st in the American 
Cranes & Transport magazine. 
Also, International Cranes 
magazine ranked Capital City 
Group’s Crane Rental Division 
108th in the world. These rankings 
were derived by overall capacity of 
each rental house.

www.ccgroup-inc.com

Moving a 235,000 pound 
tank for NASA in 
Plumbrook, Ohio with a 
550-ton All Terrain Crane 
and 13-axle heavy haul 
trailer

Setting a 91,000 pound 
turbine in Dresden, Ohio 
with a 550-ton All Terrain 
Crane.

LEFt:
Using 3 Self 
Erecting Tower 
Cranes (Potain 
HDT 80 - 6.6 
Ton) setting
the building 
structure for the 
Columbus 
Commons 
Apartments in 
Columbus, Ohio, 
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